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Nonpublic Restraint and Seclusion Data Collection Instructions  

Restraints and Seclusions The number of active plus closed restraint investigations 

(questions 1.1.1 and 1.1.2) must equal the total number of restraint reports (question 

1.1).  

The number of active plus closed seclusion investigations (questions 1.4.1 and 

1.4.2) must equal the total number of seclusion reports (question 1.4).  

For more information, please click on the following link: RSA 126-U 

Excerpt from RSA126-U:  

IV. "Restraint'' means bodily physical restriction, mechanical devices, or any 

device that immobilizes a person or restricts the freedom of movement of the 

torso, head, arms, or legs. It includes mechanical restraint, physical restraint, and 

medication restraint used to control behavior in an emergency or any involuntary 

medication. It is limited to actions taken by persons who are school or facility staff 

members, contractors, or otherwise under the control or direction of a school or 

facility.  

(a) "Medication restraint'' occurs when a child is given medication 

involuntarily for the purpose of immediate control of the child's behavior.  

(b) "Mechanical restraint'' occurs when a physical device or devices are 

used to restrict the movement of a child or the movement or normal 

function of a portion of his or her body.  

(c) "Physical restraint'' occurs when a manual method is used to restrict a 

child's freedom of movement or normal access to his or her body.  

(d) Restraint shall not include:  

(1) Brief touching or holding to calm, comfort, encourage, or guide a child, so long as 

limitation of freedom of movement of the child does not occur.  



(2) The temporary holding of the hand, wrist, arm, shoulder, or back for the purpose 

of inducing a child to stand, if necessary, and then walk to a safe location, 

so long as the child is in an upright position and moving toward a safe 

location.  

(3) Physical devices, such as orthopedically prescribed appliances, surgical dressings 

and bandages, and supportive body bands, or other physical holding when 

necessary for routine physical examinations and tests or for orthopedic, 

surgical, and other similar medical treatment purposes, or when used to 

provide support for the achievement of functional body position or proper 

balance or to protect a person from falling out of bed, or to permit a child to 

participate in activities without the risk of physical harm.  

(4) The use of seat belts, safety belts, or similar passenger restraints during the 

transportation of a child in a motor vehicle.  

(5) The use of force by a person to defend himself or herself or a third person from what 

the actor reasonably believes to be the imminent use of unlawful force by a 

child, when the actor uses a degree of such force which he or she reasonably 

believes to be necessary for such purpose and the actor does not immobilize 

a child or restrict the freedom of movement of the torso, head, arms, or legs 

of any child.  

V-a. "Seclusion'' means the involuntary placement of a child alone in a place where no 

other person is present and from which the particular child is unable to exit, 

either due to physical manipulation by a person, a lock, or other mechanical 

device or barrier. The term shall not include the voluntary separation of a child 

from a stressful environment for the purpose of allowing the child to regain self-

control, when such separation is to an area which a child is able to leave. 

Seclusion does not include circumstances in which there is no physical barrier 

between the child and any other person or the child is physically able to leave 

the place. A circumstance may be considered seclusion even if a window or 

other device for visual observation is present, if the other elements of this 

definition are satisfied.  

VI. "Serious injury'' means any harm to the body which requires hospitalization or 

results in the fracture of any bone, non-superficial lacerations, injury to any 

internal organ, second- or third-degree burns, or any severe, permanent, or 

protracted loss of or impairment to the health or function of any part of the body.  


